In this note we investigate a pure V-A model of leptons (e, fJ. and a heavy lepton h and their corresponding neutrinos, v,, v ~ and vh) which is analogous to the sixquark model devised for CP-violation.n This model permits violations of the separate conservation of electronic and muonic (and heavy) lepton numbers. As for the heavy lepton h, we identify it with the particle U found by Perl et al. 2 ) We here discuss: i) constraints on the mixing angles and on the heavy-neutrino mass imposed by the present experimental data, ii) possible branching ratios for several processes of muon-number non-conservation such as )J.->er, and iii) life-time and decay modes of the heavy lepton specific to our model.
here discuss: i) constraints on the mixing angles and on the heavy-neutrino mass imposed by the present experimental data, ii) possible branching ratios for several processes of muon-number non-conservation such as )J.->er, and iii) life-time and decay modes of the heavy lepton specific to our model.
In the framework of the familiar SU (2) X U(l) unified gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions, we assign the left-handed particles (2) where ci and si stand for cos {}i and sin {}i respectively.
Since the mixing (2) is meaningless if the neutrinos are all massless, let us consider the case in which the neutrinos have different masses to each other.
The mixing (2) causes violations of the separate conservation of e-, fJ.-and h-lepton numbers.
However several experiments give constraints on the mixing angles. The most stringent one among them would be the ratio
111 the neutrino experiment. The present experimental status 3 l , 4 l seems to allow R(v "--o>e) ;SO.Ol. This gives a constraint 111 our model : **l The present most stringent limit of ~2% for fJ.·e universality comes from the Tc12 decays. (See the particle data, 1976.) Note here that the universality between hadrons and leptons, especially between the neutron and muon p-decays, does not impose any restrictions to our mixing angles if more than six quarks are there, because additional mixing angles other than the usual Cabibbo angle will remedy the possible discrepancy.
The constraint ( 4) Then the ,11-e universarity (5) requires (7) Next consider the decay fl--">ey, the branching ratio of which is calculated 5 111 order to have the branching ratio B(/1--">ey) c:::'l X l0-9 • A tentative assignment for the mixing angles in (2) which almost saturate the bounds ( 4) "'"' (7) is given as follows:
and then mv" c:::' 13 Ge V. (10) All the numerical estimation of various processes, hereafter, will be given by using these mixing angles.
Other ,a-number non-conserving processes are also considered. The calculation by Petcov 51 gives c:::'4X 10- 11 (11) and the results of calculation by Cheng and Li 81 shows in our case
Of course the estimates of K-decays (12) are much less reliable than that of /1-decays because of the ambiguities existing in quark-model calculations of hadronic amplitudes. Now let us discuss the decays of heavy lepton h. A peculiar feature of the present model resides in the extreme heaviness of the neutrino v": mv"~m,c:::'l.8GeV. So the h-decay is rather suppressed because it can decay only into lie and v" through the small mixing angles. An estimation of the partial width is simple: 3 ) c:::'4X l0-11 MeV, 
The lifetime of this order is very subtle. "-'0.5 em. This feature of the heavy-lepton decay will be checked experimentally in the near future. We cite a few branching ratios of the h-decay:
:::::0.7, Finally, we make a few comments: First let us consider the process
Experimentally this process is misidentified as the genuine neutral current events. In the present scheme it occurs at a rate of 3"-'4% of the charged current events. A final comment is concerned with the universality problem. The so-called li-e universality and neutron-muon universality in $-decay appear to be just accidental generally in the schemes which allow the mixings. This point will be clarified through a deeper understanding of the mechanism of mass generation and symmetry breaking.
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